Guest Speakers

& Programs

Tuesday, 4/28/15, 5:45 Zippy's
Keli'i Akina Ph.D.,
President/CEO
Grassroot Institute of Hawaii

Dr Akina’s discussion will present one of the most moving programs we have experienced, as he discuses Hawaii fiscal issues, focusing on Unfunded-Mandated obligations, and general responsibilities of lawmakers. In addition, the former OHA Candidate, will bring the Hawaiian Renaissance up close and focused. A don’t miss. Dr Akina earned his BA from Northwestern University, MA with distinction from UH and his PhD in philosophy from University of Hawaii. Aloha.

President Jan’s Message

My Fellow Rotarians,

This day, from dawn’s first light to the final plant was seated and watered in the planter boxes that we had just created, there was a special feel in the air. Well, no we weren’t concerned about the slight VOG coming up from the Big Island on those Kona drafts, it was the joy of coming together with like-minded people, Rotarians, working for the benefit of our community. Within a few short hours a grassy slope became a vital area of new planters, filled with an array of fruits, vegetables and flowers to nourish the residents of a special place high on the slopes of Wilhelmina Rise, overlooking Diamond Head and the vast Pacific Ocean. Our thanks to Diamond head and Windward Sunrise who joined with us in our Spring Garden Project. What fun to get dirty, then eat pizza. Look for photos in next N-Letter.

Ducky Dash - 2015

What’s New?

Since you’ve asked, Plenty!

For example, according to President Jan and new DD General Chair, PDG Chet, we are scheduled with Towne Center to hold the event on Halloween Day, October 31st, 10-2. General Chair Chet asks us to be ready for Fun & Tasks. Aloha.